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CASE STUDY:

HOME DEFENSE
WEAPON STORAGE
Security, organization, versatility and dependability are crucial to any home
defense plan. It’s also what you can expect from Dasco Storage Solutions.

[ 1.0 ] PROJECT OVERVIEW

Home defense and disaster planning is incredibly important to secure yourself, your family and your most
valuable possessions. Every household has their own plan and the level of preparedness varies. Some
people stockpile goods for years and months and are always ready for the worst-case scenario. Others react
in times of crisis to make sure they are secure.
In either case, Americans typically arm themselves or increase their weapon inventory. With global
pandemics, changing political landscapes and other events, people are buying more weapons. Once they
own these new firearms, how should they be stored?

This depends on the number of weapons, the weapon types and how many accessories you have to
accompany the weapons. Some homes only require storage for 1-3 guns – other homes have personal
armories of hundreds of weapons.

[ 2.0 ] THE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

In home defense and crisis planning, the best products are the most versatile and dependable. You need to
be able to rely on a tool for many different situations. Dasco’s weapon and gear storage systems deliver 		
on both.

Versatility
Home armories are unlike military armories. There is often no standard weapon. In many cases gun owners
have a wide collection of weapons requiring different storage techniques. It’s not uncommon to need to
store a handgun, shotgun and rifle all in one rack. Gun racks need to be versatile to accommodate your
needs. Over 100 components integrate with Dasco weapon storage, so you can store all kinds of guns and
ammunition in organized and secure racks.

Dependability
In a time of need, you need to be able to depend on your equipment. You need to know it can handle regular
use without issue. You also need the peace of mind that your firearms are safe and secure. Dasco meets
these requirements by using heavy-gauge steel to make our products. We know they last, so we back them
with a 15-year limited warranty.
Still not sure if you can depend on Dasco Storage Solutions for weapon storage? Elite military units all over
the world rely on Dasco to secure and organize their weapons. Our products are depended on by the best 		
of the best.

[ 3.0 ] DASCO’S STORAGE SOLUTION

Home defense and crisis weapon storage can take on many shapes and sizes. Whether you have a few
personal guns or an entire armory, we have a gun rack or cabinet for you. Surviving through difficult times
can also require a lot of gear and food. To store equipment, Dasco has developed a gear storage line that
will always keep your survival tools safe and secure.

Small Residential Weapon Storage
Dasco has several small gun racks that are great for small scale residential storage. These racks are ideal
for storing handguns and tasers, or a couple larger rifles like M4s. Add a shelf to any rack to store ammo,
helmets, night vision goggles and more.
Our smallest rack – the Weapon Locker – can hold 3 long guns and ammo. It’s secured with a multipoint
lock and can be mounted to a floor or wall. Moving up from there, we offer both Bi-Fold Weapon Racks and
Stackable Weapon Racks. Both are offered in many sizes to suit your needs.
For small-scale open access storage, we recommend our Weapon Wall Panels or Expandable Weapon
Racks. Both allow you to access firearms without any barriers for quick deployment.

Large Residential Armory Storage
If you have your own personal armory, there is no better solution for storing and organizing weapons of all
shapes and sizes than the Expandable Weapon Rack. This rack gets its name from its ability to add new
panels of storage as needed. The rack can literally expand to store more of your weapons (with additional
panels and posts). You’re only limited by the size of your room. If your vault is big enough for an aisle, we
also offer a double-sided version.
The Expandable Weapon Rack has over 100 integrated components. With our innovative system, you can use
any of these components to store your entire collection on a single rack. These Dasco storage components
are designed to store all types of guns in all situations. For more information, contact a storage specialist.

Gear Storage
In crisis situations, it’s important to have a good supply of equipment. Medical supplies, food, water, tools,
go bags, bedding and more are all crucial. Keep your gear secure and organized in a Dasco locker. Our
TA-50 Gear Storage Lockers are well-ventilated, secure and offer over 45ft3 of storage space.
Our Duty Bag Locker is great for keeping equipment sorted and concealed. With 4 individually locker
compartments, you can make sure all of your necessities are only accessed by you and your family.

For more information, shop Weapon Storage and Gear
Storage today at dascostorage.com

1-800-387-2468
info@dascostorage.com
www.dascostorage.com

